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ABSTRACT
In this paper we comment on the possibility for intermittent jet activity in
quasar 3C 273 on different time-scales. We propose, that striking morphology
of the large-scale radio jet in this source, as well as the apparent lack of its
counterpart on the opposite side of the active center, may be explained in a
framework of a restarting jet model. In particular, we propose that 3C 273 radio
source is intrinsically two-sided, and represents an analogue of double-double
radio galaxies, but only inclined at a small angle to the line of sight. In this case,
the apparent one-sideness of the kiloparsec-scale radio structure may be due to
combined Doppler and time-travel effects alone, if the 3C 273 large-scale jet itself
is relativistic and matter-dominated. We also propose, that knotty morphology
of the discussed jet, which is observed now additionally at optical and X-ray
frequencies, indicates modulation in the jet kinetic power. This, together with
the variability of the jet at small (parsec) scales, indicates that the jet activity in
3C 273, and possibly in other similar sources, is variable/modulated/intermittent
over many different time-scales.
Subject headings: galaxies: active—galaxies: jets—quasars: individual (3C 273)
1. Introduction
3C 273 is the well-known quasar at the redshift z = 0.158, discovered together with its
famous large-scale jet at the very beginning of quasar optical researches (see a review by
Courvoisier 1998). At radio frequencies it appears as the one-sided, core-dominated source
of non-thermal radiation, with the radio jet extended up to a few tens of kpc from the
core, similarly to its optical counterpart. The jet is also prominent at X-ray frequencies,
although the origin of this radiation is still being debated (in contrast with the radio-to-
optical emission, whose synchrotron nature is surely established). Until now, neither the jet
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composition nor its velocity on the kpc-scales is known. In addition, the unusual morphology
of the radio structure – lack of an extended radio cocoon in particular – is not easy to
interpret, suggesting, in the opinion of some authors like Clarke et al. (1986), Poynting flux-
dominated flow (see in this context also Lind et al. 1989; Komissarov 1999). Finally, the
existence of the counterjet in 3C 273 is also a controversial issue, because the jet-counterjet
brightness asymmetry at the jet terminal point is exceptionally high, with a lower limit
10000 : 1 (Davis et al. 1985; Conway & Davis 1994). At the working surface of the jet
only subrelativistic bulk velocities, and therefore minor Doppler-hiding effects, are expected
(e.g., Begelman et al. 1984, see also section 2.3 below). Hence, some authors (Conway et al.
1981; Davis et al. 1985) have concluded that 3C 273 is an intrinsically one-sided jet source,
that seems to be consistent with the lack of any radio feature (like some extended lobe, for
example) on the 3C 273 counter-side.
In this paper we comment on the possibility for intermittent jet activity in quasar 3C
273 on different time-scales. We propose that the striking morphology of the large-scale jet
in this source, as well as the apparent lack of its counterpart on the opposite side of the
active center, may be explained in a framework of restarting and modulated jet model. In
particular we propose that 3C 273 radio source is intrinsically two-sided, and represents an
analogue of double-double radio galaxies (Schoenmakers et al. 2000a), but only inclined at
small angle to the line of sight, and in addition that the 3C 273 large-scale jet itself represents
a continuous flow which is relativistic, matter-dominated and highly modulated in kinetic
power. We discuss how present observations support this idea, and how the future ones can
eventually verify it. Section 2 contains a brief presentation of the 3C 273 jet. In Section 3
we consider the proposed model of intermittent jet activity in this source. Discussion and
final conclusions are presented in the last Section 4.
2. The jet in 3C 273
2.1. Small-scale jet
VLBI observations of the 3C 273 (e.g., Pearson et al. 1981; Unwin et al. 1985; Biretta et
al. 1985; Cohen et al. 1987; Zensus et al. 1988, 1990; Krichbaum et al. 1990; Abraham et al.
1996; Abraham & Romero 1999) show a small-scale radio jet composed from several compo-
nents (blobs), emanating every few years from the flat-spectrum unresolved radio core at the
position of the quasar. It was suggested that the curved trajectories and variability pattern
of these blobs may be explained by helical jet structure. The jet components located within
the inner few tens of mas from the active center are characterized by apparent superluminal
velocities, which imply a small viewing angle of the pc-scale jet, θ ∼ 10◦, and its high bulk
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Lorentz factor, Γjet ≥ 5. On the other hand, the inclination of the nuclear jet is not expected
to be smaller than ∼ 10◦, because 3C 273 does not belong to the (regular) blazar class, due
to the presence of a thermal UV bump in its spectrum. The orientation of the large-scale jet
in the plane of the sky differs from the orientation of the inner jet by about ∼ 20◦, which is
consistent with the apparent bend of the flow occurring at ∼ 10 mas from the core.
2.2. Large-scale jet
3C 273, as observed at radio frequencies (e.g., Conway et al. 1981; Flatters & Conway
1985; Foley & Davis 1985; Davis et al. 1985; Conway et al. 1993), reveals a large-scale jet
with the non-thermal radio continuum characterized by the spectral index αR ∼ 0.8, which
changes very smoothly along the jet. The radio jet extends continuously from the core up to
∼ 23′′ away, being composed from several brightenings (knots) linked by the intense diffuse
emission. Starting from the first prominent knot placed ∼ 13′′ from the quasar and labeled
as ‘A’, the radio jet is approximately ∼ 1′′ wide. Its brightness increases with the distance
and peaks at the jet terminal point ∼ 20−23′′ from the core, in the so-called ‘head’ of the jet.
The head itself, labeled as ‘H’, reveals the triple sub-structure (H3, H2 and H1 going along
the jet axis, respectively). At the southern side of the jet, an extended low-brightness region
is present, being characterized by the very steep spectrum with αR ∼ 1.5. While the jet head
is interpreted as the hot-spot region, the southern extension of the jet is widely considered as
a manifestation of the fragmentary or just strangely shaped radio lobe (see sections 2.3 and
2.4 below). The radio jet emission is polarized at the level 10− 20%. The inferred magnetic
field, with equipartition intensity ∼ 10−5 − 10−4 G, is parallel to the jet axis up to 20.5′′
from the core (H3 sub-component of the jet head), where it suddenly becomes transverse.
This change in the magnetic field structure is consistent with the interpretation of the H2
region as the hot-spot shock (e.g., Meisenheimer & Heavens 1986).
Optical observations of the 3C 273 large-scale jet (see, e.g., Ro¨ser & Meisenheimer 1991;
Bahcall et al. 1995; Ro¨ser et al. 1996; Neumann et al. 1997; Jester et al. 2001, 2002) reveal
its non-thermal emission at infrared-to-ultraviolet frequencies, pronounced from the region
placed between the knot A and the jet head H, i.e. from ∼ 12′′ up to almost ∼ 22′′ from
the core. The optical jet is narrower than its radio counterpart, with the ∼ 0.7′′ total width
being approximately constant along the flow. It is composed from several knots coinciding
with the radio ones, linked by the diffuse inter-knot emission, and inclined to the jet axis
at about ∼ 45◦. The nature of these knots is not certain. It was proposed, for example,
that they may represent oblique shocks formed due to magneto-hydrodynamical instabilities
within the propagating flow, or that they may be manifestations of a helical magnetic field
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configuration on large scales. The optical emission is the strongest at the position of the
first knot A, and only very weak at the jet terminal point H. Comparison of the radio and
optical morphologies therefore strengthens the conclusion that the jet head is physically
distinct from the rest of the large-scale jet, and indicates in addition a conspicuous radial
structure of the jet itself. In particular, the jet seems to consist from the proper cylindrical
beam distinct at optical frequencies, which is surrounded by the diffuse ‘cocoon’ dominating
radio emission. The optical radiation is polarized at the level 5−20%, which indicates, with
little doubt, its synchrotron nature. The changes in the level of polarization and the inferred
magnetic field configuration are similar to those observed at radio frequencies, although some
minor differences are noted. The radio-to-infrared power-law slope of the 3C 273 large-scale
jet, αR−IR ∼ 1, is remarkably constant along the flow. On the other hand, the optical
spectral index declines very smoothly from αO ∼ 0.5 in the knot A region, up to ∼ 1.5 at
the jet terminal point. Interestingly, at some jet regions spectral hardenings at ultraviolet
frequencies over the extrapolated radio-to-optical continua are observed (Jester et al. 2002).
The overall spectral behavior of the optical jet in 3C 273 strongly suggests in-situ particle
acceleration acting within the whole jet body (Jester et al. 2001).
The 3C 273 large-scale jet is also known for its X-ray emission (Harris & Stern 1987;
Ro¨ser et al. 2000; Marshall et al. 2001; Sambruna et al. 2001). This emission occurs first in
the knot A region, thereby being the strongest, and then decreases systematically to reach
the background level before the main sub-component of the jet head, H2, where the jet
radio emission peaks. Hence, the main difference between the X-ray jet and its radio and
optical counterparts is that the X-ray brightness generally declines along the flow, while the
optical one is roughly constant (apart from the knotty structure) and the radio one increases
significantly. The featureless 1−10 keV continuum of the 3C 273 jet is widely believed to be
non-thermal in origin. The X-ray emission of the knot A, which constitutes ∼ 40% of the total
X-ray jet luminosity, is characterized by the relatively flat X-ray spectral index, αX ∼ 0.6.
The X-ray and the optical fluxes for this region are both slightly above the extrapolation
of the radio-to-infrared continuum, suggesting therefore strongly the synchrotron origin of
the observed keV photons, but on the other hand excluding the possibility of modeling the
radio-to-X-ray radiation as a synchrotron emission of a single, one-power-law electron energy
distribution (Jester et al. 2002). For the other knots the situation is even less clear, as the
X-ray emission thereby exceeds more significantly the continua extrapolated from the lower
frequencies. It was proposed, that a possible explanation for the 3C 273 jet X-ray radiation
could be comptonization of the CMB photon field if the jet emission on large distances from
the core is highly beamed, and therefore if both the jet inclination and bulk velocity are
similar for the pc- and tens-of-kpc-scales. In the framework of this model the jet magnetic
field is roughly consistent with the equipartition value, but on the other hand some observed
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spectral and morphological characteristics are hard to understand (see Atoyan & Dermer
2004; Stawarz et al. 2004).
2.3. Hot-spot region
The head of the 3C 273 large-scale jet, i.e. its H component, is widely believed to be
a manifestation of the hot-spot region, and in particular its brightest H2 sub-component
is usually identified with the jet terminal shock, ‘the Mach disc’ (Meisenheimer & Heavens
1986; Conway & Davis 1994). The forward speed of the respective terminal structures in
most of the classical double sources is estimated from, e.g., ram-pressure arguments to be
only sub- or eventually mildly-relativistic. If this is also the case for the 3C 273 jet, then
the very high brightness asymmetry between the H2 region and its hypothetical counterpart
on the other side of the quasar (∼ 104) cannot be explained by the Doppler effects alone.
For this reason, the 3C 273 was suggested to be most likely an intrinsically one-sided source.
However, the density of the ambient medium in vicinity of the 3C 273 jet – parameter which
is crucial in applying the ram-pressure arguments – is unknown, and therefore the need for
the intrinsic one-sideness of the 3C 273 radio quasar should be considered with caution.
Conway et al. (1981) argued that the density of the thermal ambient medium surround-
ing 3C 273 large-scale jet, namb, has to lie between the mean density of the Universe, assumed
by them to be ∼ 2×10−5 cm−3, and the value set by the upper limit inferred from the X-ray
emission of the thermal gas around 3C 273, given by Conway et al. as ∼ 5 × 10−3 cm−3.
Hence, the forward velocity of the jet head should be 0.02 < βhead < 0.3 for the large-scale
jet viewing angle θ ∼ 10◦ anticipated from the pc-scale jet observations. Conway et al.
(1981) noted that smaller values of namb are not expected for at least three reasons. First,
the typical density of the intergalactic medium in the groups of galaxies, like the poor group
to which 3C 273 host galaxy belongs, lie usually between the mean density of the Universe
and the typical density found in the clusters of galaxies, 10−4 − 10−2 cm−3. Secondly, the
formation of the massive quasars like 3C 273 is not expected in the regions of unusually
low density. And finally, excellent collimation of the 3C 273 large-scale jet (opening angle
< 2◦) indicates that it cannot be in free expansion but instead has to be confined sideways,
most probably – according to Conway et al. (1981) – by the thermal ambient medium with
relatively high density. Conway et al. (1993) discussed an alternative way to estimate the
density of the ambient thermal medium around 3C 273, provided by the Faraday rotation
measurements, which yield RM ∼ 2 ± 2 rad m−2 everywhere in the 3C 273 radio source.
Assuming that the ambient gas around the discussed object is characterized by the con-
ditions typically found in clusters, i.e. by the ratio of thermal to magnetic field pressures
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being several hundred, the core radius of the hot gas with temperature ∼ 107 K being ∼ 0.4
Mpc, and by the random intergalactic magnetic field being turbulent with a reversal scale
length ∼ 10 kpc, Conway et al. (1993) estimated the ambient gas density namb ∼ 3 × 10−4
cm−3, in agreement with conclusions by Conway et al. (1981). One can note that ROSAT
observations of 3C 273 (Ro¨ser et al. 2000) revealed the presence of slightly extended thermal
emission with the total X-ray luminosity ∼ 3.4 × 1043 erg s−1, implying central density of
the hot gaseous atmosphere of 3C 273 being ∼ 6× 10−2 cm−3, i.e. ten times larger from the
value quoted by Conway et al. (1981) as an upper limit.
The low value of βhead was adopted in a discussion by Meisenheimer & Heavens (1986)
regarding physical conditions within the terminal shock of the 3C 273 jet (see also Meisen-
heimer et al. 1989, 1997; Conway & Davis 1994). In modeling radio-to-optical emission of the
H2 region (identified with the Mach disc) the authors obtained consistency with the model
of first-order Fermi particle acceleration at non-relativistic shock front, for the large-scale jet
viewing angle θ ∼ 40◦ and the hot-spot magnetic field (inferred from the ageing features of
the synchrotron continuum) ∼ 4×10−4 G in agreement with the minimum power estimates.
The discrepancy between the large-scale jet inclination and the value inferred at the smaller
scales from superluminal motions was ascribed to the jet bending occurring at ∼ 10 mas
from the core. The large jet inclination at kpc-scales was also claimed to be consistent with
the polarization structure of the jet head. As mentioned in the previous section, observations
imply the jet magnetic field as being parallel to the jet axis up to the H3 component, beyond
which it becomes suddenly transverse, reaching the linear polarization of ∼ 23% in the H2
region. By interpreting this change as due to compression of the jet magnetic field at the
terminal shock, one gets the required angle between normal to the compression plane and
the line-of-sight ∼ 40◦ (Flatters & Conway 1985). This interpretation then requires large
bending of the jet between pc- and kpc-scales. Alternatively, relativistic aberration effect
could decrease the required angle, as proposed by Flatters & Conway (1985), who rejected
the possibility for the significant bending of the 3C 273 jet, arguing that the apparent 20◦-
bend at mas scale, if corrected for the foreshortening effects, cannot be in reality greater than
∼ 5◦. This would allow for a relativistic velocity of the H2 region, with the Doppler factor
∼ 3−4. In such a case, H2 would represent rather the knot within the 3C 273 large-scale jet
– in the ‘standard’ picture – and not the regular terminal shock. However, other authors an-
ticipated the large inclination of the 3C 273 kpc-scale jet on the ground of the large bending
hypothesis. In particular, Meisenheimer & Heavens (1986); Meisenheimer et al. (1989, 1997)
and Conway & Davis (1994) adopted the non-relativistic velocity for the jet head (recalling
the ram-pressure arguments as presented in the previous paragraph) together with particular
models explaining the observed changes in polarization within the head region (Laing 1980;
Cawthorne & Wardle 1998). In this way they obtained quantitative agreement between the
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H2 synchrotron emission and the standard terminal shock model. We believe, however, that
because of complex and hardly known morphology of the jet terminal regions (see in this
context, e.g., Mizuta et al. 2004), and of the jet as well, one can still consider values for some
parameters of the 3C 273 hot-spot being different from the ones obtained in the framework
of such a one-dimensional model.
2.4. Extended radio structure
It is not clear if the radio cocoon surrounding the optical (and X-ray) large-scale jet in 3C
273 represents back-flowing material turned back from the working surface of the jet, or only
a slower-moving (or even stationary) extension of the jet boundary layer. In the former case
the ratio of its length (∼ 10′′) to its width (∼ 1′′) would be exceptionally high as compared to
the other powerful radio sources (i.e., FR II radio galaxies and radio-loud quasars, for which
typical axis ratio of the radio lobes is ∼ 3; e.g., Begelman & Cioffi 1989; Kaiser & Alexander
1997). Such a narrow-lobe morphology cannot be reproduced in numerical simulations in
case of a matter-dominated, low-density jet. On the southern side of the jet, the cocoon
joins smoothly with the diffuse radio region, believed to be the proper radio lobe (Davis et
al. 1985; Conway et al. 1993). Until now, no similar structure had been found either on
the northern side of the jet or on the opposite side of the 3C 273 quasar. Let us note, that
the spectral analysis of the southern radio lobe was suggested to provide another argument
for the sub-relativistic forward velocity of the 3C 273 kpc-scale jet. As mentioned in the
previous section, the spectral index of this region is very steep, α ∼ 1.5, suggesting spectral
ageing effects and hence the inferred age of the radiating electrons ∼ 5 × 106 yrs (for the
assumed ‘typical’ lobe parameters; Davis et al. 1985). Hence, the lobe itself was assumed to
be at least that old, implying forward speed of the jet head – which had to propagate during
this time over ∼ 10′′, for a rough estimate – to be βhead ∼ 0.01.
3C 273 was also observed in the past in the search for its hypothetical Mpc-sized radio
structure. The low-brightness radio source at ∼ 8.4′ from the 3C 273 quasar, in the direction
of its large-scale jet, was found (Reich et al. 1980; Kronberg & Reich 1983; Foley & Davis
1985). However, relatively flat radio spectrum (αR ∼ 0.85), as well as the lack of the
bridge emission connecting this source with the core of 3C 273, indicate that it is rather a
background source, unrelated to the 3C 273 radio structure.
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3. Intermittent jet activity in 3C 273
The morphology of the large-scale jet in 3C 273 – its problematically narrow radio
cocoon in particular – resembles in many aspects inner radio lobes of double-double radio
galaxies (Schoenmakers et al. 2000a,b; Saripalli et al. 2002, 2003). Here we propose that in
fact this cocoon is a lobe of a new-born jet formed after some period of quiescence following
a previous active epoch. If this is the case, then the 3C 273 jet propagates not within the
original intergalactic medium of the X-ray gas belonging to the group of nearby galaxies,
but within the rarefied plasma formed by the previous jet ejection, i.e. within hypothetical
outer, extended radio lobe of 3C 273 source. Then, narrowness of the radio cocoon/inner
lobe can be understood in terms of propagation of a ballistic jet (Clarke & Burns 1991).
Also, the advance velocity of the jet head may be much larger than the typical advance
velocity found for the powerful radio sources (which is < 0.15 c; Scheuer 1995), and than the
advance velocity estimated for 3C 273 jet from the ram-pressure arguments as presented in
the previous section. This allows for the combined Doppler-hiding and time-travel effects
to explain the lack of the counter-jet, counter-head and high-brightness part of the counter-
lobe in the discussed object, if the jet inclination on the large scales is small (similarly to
the pc-scale jet) and the flow velocity (including the head region) is relativistic. We note,
that the models ascribing apparent one-sideness of the 3C 273 jet to the relativistic effects
solely was discussed before in the literature (e.g., Kundt & Gopal-Krishna 1986). However,
intermittent activity of the central engine considered in this paper allows for the first time
to put this idea on a firm ground of the standard jet model, giving possible justification for
the parameters needed for a Doppler-hiding of the counter-structure in the discussed quasar.
3.1. Hot-spot region
We assume that the large-scale jet in 3C 273 is cylindrical, relativistic and dynamically
dominated by cold protons (for a justification of the latter assumption see Sikora & Madejski
2000). Let us note, that all extragalactic large-scale jets possessing optical counterparts are
believed to be significantly beamed (see a discussion in Stawarz 2004, and references therein).
Under the above assumptions the jet is highly supersonic with respect to its internal sound
speed, and the jet kinetic power is
Ljet = piR
2
jet βjetcΓ
2
jet u
′
jet , (1)
where Rjet is the jet cross-section radius, Γjet ≡ (1 − β2jet)−1/2 ≫ 1 is the jet Lorentz factor
and
u′jet ∼ mp n′p, jet c2 (2)
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is the jet comoving energy density with proton number density n′p, jet. In the rest frame of
the jet head, the ram-force of the ambient medium is
ρambΓ
2
head (βheadc)
2 Ahead , (3)
where ρamb = mp namb is the density of ambient gas around the jet head, Γhead ≡ (1 −
β2head)
−1/2 is the advanced Lorentz factor of the jet head and Ahead is the cross-section area
of a bow-shock at the end of the jet (which can be larger than the cross-section area of the
jet itself, Ajet = piR
2
jet). Here we neglect pressure of the non-thermal component within the
outer lobe, what will be justified below. The ram-force of the ambient medium is balanced
by the momentum flux of the jet,
mp n
′
p, jetΓ
2
rel (βrelc)
2 Ajet , (4)
where Γrel ≡ (1− β2rel)−1/2 is the bulk Lorentz factor of the jet as measured in the rest frame
of the head. With relation Γrel βrel = Γhead Γjet (βjet−βhead) one can therefore find expression
for the advance velocity of the jet head
βhead = βjet
√
η ζ Γjet
1 +
√
η ζ Γjet
, (5)
where
η ≡ n
′
p, jet
namb
and ζ ≡ Ajet
Ahead
. (6)
In the non-relativistic limit with βhead ≪ βjet ≪ 1 expression 5 simplifies to the appropriate
equation given by Begelman & Cioffi (1989). A general formula for βhead is derived in, e.g.,
Mizuta et al. (2004).
On the other hand, the brightness asymmetry between the head and the possible
counter-head is related to the velocity βhead and the jet viewing angle θ by
R ≡ Shead(ν)
Sc−head(ν)
=
(
1 + βhead cos θ
1− βhead cos θ
)3+α
(7)
as appropriate for a moving source with spectral index α (defined in a way S(ν) ∝ ν−α). Here
we assume the counter-head to be identical with the head in physical properties. We also
consider the simplest case in which these properties did not change significantly during the
recent phase of the source evolution, i.e. between the time at which the receding counter-head
and the approaching head emitted the observed radiation. Hence, for the known parameter
R one can find the required advanced velocity of the jet head as a function of the jet viewing
angle,
βhead =
R1/(3+α) − 1
R1/(3+α) + 1
1
cos θ
, (8)
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and then, using equation 5, the required density contrast between the jet and the surrounding
medium as
η =
β2head
ζ Γ2jet (βjet − βhead)2
. (9)
One may note, that a more sophisticated (although inevitably arbitrary) model including a
decrease in the luminosity of the expanding head region during its evolution, would increase
the required value of the head velocity βhead, and therefore of the parameter η (see Miller-
Jones et al. 2004).
Now let us discuss what is the required value of η for the 3C 273 jet, if one assumes that
lack of the counter-head in this source is due to Doppler-hiding effects alone. Firstly, for the
required radio brightness asymmetry R = 104 and the radio spectral index α = 0.8 one can
find from the expression 8 that the advance velocity of the jet head is βhead = 0.837/ cos θ.
This velocity, as well as the appropriate Lorentz and Doppler factors of the head, are shown
on figure 1 for the jet viewing angles θ = 10◦−30◦. Note that they are the lower limits since
the head/counter-head radio brightness asymmetry can be in reality higher than 104. Note
also that for θ ∼ 10◦ − 20◦ the head Doppler factor δhead = [Γhead (1 − βhead cos θ)]−1 ∼ 3
is high enough to explain the change in the jet polarization within the head region by the
compression and relativistic aberration effects, without invoking large bending of the flow
between pc- and kpc-scales (see section 2.3; Flatters & Conway 1985). Next, in order to find
η, we make an additional assumption that ζ < 1, what is justified in a framework of our
interpretation of the radio cocoon as the inner lobe. In such a case the jet radius can be
inferred from optical observations1 as Rjet = 1.0 kpc, while the bow-shock radius at the end
of the jet can be identified with the radius of the radio structure, Rhead = 1.4 kpc, leading to
ζ = (Rjet/Rhead)
2 ∼ 0.5. Parameter η (basically its lower limits) as a function of the jet bulk
Lorentz factor Γjet = 5− 10 is shown on figure 2 for different jet viewing angles θ = 10◦, 20◦
and 30◦, parameters R = 104 and ζ = 0.5. For θ ∼ 10◦ − 20◦ the required density contrast
between the jet and the ambient medium is roughly η ∼ 1 − 10. This means that the jet
is required to be over-dense with respect to the ambient medium, what is in disagreement
with the standard model of powerful extragalactic jets, with possible exception for the inner
beams in double-double radio galaxies.
Powerful radio sources at low redshifts (z ∼ 0.1) are typically located in isolated elliptical
galaxies or, like 3C 273, in poor groups of galaxies. The density of the intergalactic medium
in such environments, i.e. density of hot intergalactic gas, can be found from its thermal
X-ray emission. Observations indicate, that the gas density within typical poor group of
1Throughout the paper we assume ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 cosmology, leading
to the conversion scale 2.7 kpc/′′ at the 3C 273 redshift z = 0.158.
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galaxies at distance r from the group center can be approximated by
nigm = n0
(
r
a0
)
−β
, (10)
with r > a0 = 10 kpc, β = 1.5 and n0 = 10
−2 cm−3 (Garrington & Conway 1991; Mulchaey
& Zabludoff 1998; Blundell et al. 1999; Willott et al. 1999; Kaiser et al. 2000). Hence, one
can estimate the expected number density of the original (unperturbed) intergalactic gas
surrounding 3C 273 large-scale jet, by substituting into equation 10 for r the physical distance
of the jet head from the active center, dhead = dproj/ sin θ. For the projected separations of
the H2 component from the 3C 273 quasar ∼ 21.4′′, i.e. for dproj ∼ 60 kpc, one gets the
expected number density of the intergalactic medium ranging from nigm ∼ 0.5 × 10−4 cm−3
for θ = 10◦, up to nigm ∼ 2.4 × 10−4 cm−3 for θ = 30◦. Below, we take the average value
nigm ∼ 10−4 cm−3 in agreement with estimations by Conway et al. (1981, 1993). However,
the real density of the ambient medium around 3C 273 jet can be much lower than this,
because of previous jet active periods. Therefore, we write
namb = κ× nigm . (11)
In the standard evolution model of powerful radio sources (Begelman & Cioffi 1989) the radio
lobes are expected to be empty from the thermal intergalactic matter, and hence the number
density of the lobe medium to be solely due to the particles deposited within the lobes by
the pair of jets. As the jet matter, before entering the lobes, is shocked within the hot-spot
region, the gas within the lobes is expected to be relativistic, i.e. its rest energy density
should be negligible when compared to its pressure. However, observations of double-double
radio galaxies (Schoenmakers et al. 2000a) indicate the mass density within the outer lobes
in excess over the one expected in such a standard picture, suggesting that the old radio
lobes have to be enriched by some additional thermal matter. Kaiser et al. (2000) proposed,
that this additional material is warm and dense clouds of gas embedded originally in the
hot intergalactic medium, which are destroyed and dispersed over the old lobe volume (with
the time scale ∼ 107 yrs) during its evolution. In the framework of this model one expects
κ ∼ 0.01− 0.001. In such a case, even with κnigm = 10−7 cm−3 the rest-mass energy density
of the outer lobe medium, ρamb c
2 = mp κnigm c
2 ∼ 1.5× 10−10 erg cm−3, is still much larger
than pressure of the non-thermal component within the outer lobe, which is estimated in the
next section as plobe ≪ 10−10 erg cm−3 (equation 19). This justifies omission of the latter
one in formula 3.
The proton number density of the jet can be found from equations 1-2 as
n′p, jet ∼
Ljet
piR2jet βjet c
3 Γ2jetmp
. (12)
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Hence, the density contrast between the jet and the ambient medium can be written using
equations 11 and 12 as
ξ =
n′p, jet
namb
∼ 0.74
κΓ2jet
Ljet, 47
nigm,−4
(13)
for Rjet ∼ 1 kpc, βjet ∼ 1, Ljet, 47 ≡ Ljet/1047 erg s−1 and nigm,−4 ≡ nigm/10−4 cm−3, where we
use letter ξ in order to distinguish this quantity from the density contrast η required by the
head/counter-head brightness asymmetry (equations 8 and 9). Parameter ξ as a function of
the jet Lorentz factor Γjet = 5− 10 is presented on figure 2, for Ljet, 47 = 1 (expected in the
case of a powerful quasar jet; Rawlings & Saunders 1991; Willott et al. 1999), nigm,−4 = 1
and κ = 0.001, 0.01 and 1. As illustrated, for jet viewing angles θ = 10◦−20◦ and parameter
κ = 0.001− 0.01 both values of η and ξ can be reconciled.
3.2. Jet, counterjet and inner lobes
The head of the jet moving with advance velocity βhead travels the projected distance
dproj during the time
t =
dproj
c βapp
, (14)
where
βapp =
βhead sin θ
1− βhead cos θ . (15)
Hence, one can find the age of the large-scale jet in 3C 273 by substituting into equation 14
the head velocity βhead = 0.837/ cos θ (equation 8 for R = 10
4 and α = 0.8) and separation
of the jet head from the core dproj = 60 kpc, to obtain tjet ∼ 3.8× 104 cot θ yrs. For θ = 10◦
it is tjet ∼ 2.1× 105 yrs, and for θ = 30◦ one obtains tjet ∼ 0.7× 105 yrs. Thus, we take the
age of the large-scale jet in 3C 273 to be roughly tjet ∼ 105 yrs. As the head/counter-head
brightness asymmetry gives only a lower limit on βhead, value 10
5 yrs should be considered
as an upper limit for the time since formation of the considered structure.
The ratio of the projected separation of the jet head from the active center to the
projected separation of the counter-head is
Q ≡ dproj
dc−proj
=
1 + βhead cos θ
1− βhead cos θ = R
1/(3+α) . (16)
For R = 104 and α = 0.8 one gets Q = 11.3. That is, the projected distance of the counter-
head from the quasar core is expected to be dc−proj = dproj/Q = 1.9
′′ ∼ 5 kpc. Now, the
optical (and X-ray) jet is visible starting from ∼ 12′′ from the core. It is not clear, if this gap
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between the active center and the first appearance of the optical structure is due to Doppler-
hiding of the jet emission at distances < 12′′, or if it is due to intermittent/modulated jet
activity leading to the formation of the ‘partial’ jet. Note, that the continuous radio emission
in this region can be connected with the ‘false jet structure’ obtained in the numerical
simulation of the restarting jets by Clarke & Burns (1991), i.e. with the cocoon material
collapsing on the abandoned jet channel. One may also note, that the modulation in the jet
kinetic power can involve solely modulation of the particle flux density, and not the jet bulk
velocity. If one agrees that the gap in the optical (and X-ray) emission of the 3C 273 jet is
indeed due to modulated activity of the central engine, i.e. that the projected length of the
considered large-scale jet is ljet ∼ 10′′, the expected length of the counterjet is
lc−jet = ljet
1− βjet cos θ
1 + βjet cos θ
. (17)
This parameter, as a function of the jet viewing angle θ = 10◦−30◦, is shown on figure 3 for
Γjet = 5 and 10. For comparison, the upper limit for dc−proj is also presented. Therefore, the
Doppler and time-travel effects can easily explain lack of the counter-jet at the opposite side
of the 3C 273 quasar. We propose, that also the apparent lack of the high surface brightness
part of the counter-lobe (analogous to the radio cocoon enveloping 12′′ − 23′′ jet) can be
explain in a similar way. Note, that for a relativistic velocity of the jet head, the jet matter
turned-back at the hot-spot region may be still relativistic in the observer frame. This issue
cannot be discussed in more details in the present paper, but we believe that it constitutes
an interesting problem for the numerical simulations referring to propagation of relativistic
and restarting jets (see also in this context the case of radio galaxy 3C 219 discussed in
Bridle et al. 1986; Clarke et al. 1992, and in the last section of this paper).
Let us now comment on the high frequency, optical-to-X-ray emission of the large-
scale jet in 3C 273. Highly relativistic bulk velocities and small viewing angle considered
here are consistent with interpretation of the X-ray emission of this jet as being due to
comptonization of the CMB photon field (Sambruna et al. 2001). However, this model faces
several difficulties in explaining some properties of the powerful quasar jets, and the 3C 273
jet knotty structure in particular (see Stawarz 2004; Stawarz et al. 2004). The jet knotty
structure is usually interpreted in terms of strong and extended shock waves residing within
the knot regions. Note however, that magnetic field parallel to the jet axis, as inferred from
both radio and optical observations of 3C 273, disagree with internal shocks model, while
frequency-independent knot profiles – especially distinct in 3C 273 jet – are not expected in
a framework of the stationary shock scenario. Let us also mention, that standard shocks-in-
knots models cannot explain easily neither the spectral character of the optical emission in
this object, as emphasized by Jester et al. (2001, 2002). Stawarz et al. (2004) proposed, that
the knots observed in the large-scale quasar jets represent not single extended shock waves,
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but moving jet portions with the excess of kinetic power due to modulated activity of the jet
engine. When applied to the 3C 273 jet as considered in this paper, this proposition would
mean that the ∼ 105-year-old jet is modulated in its kinetic power on the characteristic time
scale ∼ 104 yrs.
3.3. Outer structures
Obviously, the presented model of the 3C 273 large-scale jet, being an analogue of the
inner radio structures observed in double-double radio galaxies, assumes the presence of
some extended, old radio lobe surrounding the source. It is, however, not clear if such a low-
brightness old radio structure, even if present, can be detected (also because of extremely
high brightness of the 3C 273 quasar core). It is unknown when such a structure was
eventually formed, and therefore what should be its size and radio luminosity. It is not
even certain how many jet active periods 3C 273 has undergone in the past, or what was
their duration and kinetic power. One can speculate if the southern extension of the 3C 273
radio jet (section 2.4) is in fact some fragmentary remnant of the older lobe. However, the
smooth continuation of the radiating plasma between the radio jet (cocoon) and this region
questions, to some extent, such a possibility.
For the small jet viewing angle considered here, the eventual outer lobe would be seen
in projection, therefore displaying a more spherical than elongated spheroidal shape. The
radius of such a structure, D, would therefore depend on the sideway expansion of the
radio lobe, controlled by the non-thermal outer lobe pressure. This pressure can be roughly
estimated by dividing the total energy transported by the jets during previous active epoch,
W ≡ ∫ L(t) dt, by the volume of the outer lobe, Vlobe,
plobe ∼ (γˆlobe − 1) 2W
Vlobe
, (18)
where the ratio of the specific heats is γˆlobe = 4/3 as appropriate for the non-thermal lobe
plasma. For the outer lobe we assume spheroidal geometry and take Vlobe = 4pi D
3 with the
axis ratio = 3, typical for the powerful radio sources (and also for outer lobes in double-
double radio galaxies). As mentioned above, due to projection effects the observed radius of
the other lobe is expected to be roughly equal to D, while the physical extent of the whole
outer structure is ∼ 6D. For the previous jet activity we assume kinetic power and the
lifetime similar to the present jet, and take W ∼ Ljet tjet. Thus, the non-thermal pressure
within the outer lobe is
plobe ∼ 5.7× 10−13W59.5D−32 dyn cm−2 , (19)
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where W59.5 ≡W/1059.5 erg ∼ 1 refers to the case Ljet ∼ 1047 erg s−1 and tjet ∼ 105 yrs, and
D2 ≡ D/102 kpc is expected to be ∼ 1 in analogy to double-double radio galaxies. On the
other hand, pressure of the thermal intragroup gas at distance r from the group center is
pigm ∼ nigm kT = n0 kT
(
r
a0
)
−β
, (20)
where T ∼ 107 K is the temperature of the hot ambient gas, and we take parameters n0, a0
and β as in the previous section (see equation 10). Hence, the ratio of the pressures within
the outer lobe and the ambient medium at the lobe edges is
χ ≡ plobe
pigm
∼ 1.3W59.5D−1.52 . (21)
For χ > 1 the outer lobe expansion is pressure-driven, and the ram-pressure condition at the
contact discontinuity gives the sideway expansion velocity of the outer lobe
vlobe ∼
(
plobe
ρigm
)1/2
(22)
provided that the expansion is supersonic with respect to the external medium (e.g., Begel-
man & Cioffi 1989). For such a supersonic expansion, the shock between the outer lobe
and the intragroup matter can form. In such a case, one may hope to observe the contact
discontinuity between the outer lobe and the unperturbed intergalactic (intragroup) medium
due to optical line emission excited near the shock front (see Bicknell & Begelman 1996), or
the enhanced X-ray thermal emission due to hot ambient gas compressed at such a shock
(i.e., the sideway bow-shock of the relict cocoon). The sound speed in the ambient medium
is
cs, igm =
(
γˆigm
pigm
ρigm
)1/2
=
(
5
3
kT
mp
)1/2
∼ 3.7× 107 cm s−1 (23)
for T = 107 K and γˆigm = 5/3 as appropriate for the considered thermal matter. Therefore,
one can write
βs, lobe ≡ vlobe
cs, igm
∼ 0.8χ1/2 . (24)
Parameters χ and βs, lobe as functions of the outer lobe radius D = 50− 500 kpc are shown
on figure 4 for W59.5 = 1 and 10. In the less optimistic scenario, i.e. for W59.5 = 1, the bow-
shock features could be eventually present only if the age of the outer structure is low enough
to allow for D2 < 1. However, if the previous jet activity was longer, or equivalently the
previous jet was more energetic leading toW59.5 = 10, the shock features could be eventually
observed even up to D2 ∼ 4.
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Now let us give a very rough estimate of the expected radio flux from the outer lobe.
The total synchrotron luminosity is
Lsyn =
4
3
cσT
mec2
〈γ2〉
〈γ〉 uB, lobe Vlobe ue, lobe , (25)
where ue, lobe is the electron energy density within the outer lobe, 〈γ2〉 and 〈γ〉 are the
respective moments of the electron energy distribution, and uB, lobe = B
2/8pi is the outer
lobe magnetic field energy density. In accordance with the anticipated model of proton-
dominated jet, we assume that the fraction of the total lobe energy density deposited in
relativistic electrons, as well as in the magnetic field, is smaller than unity,
εe, lobe ≡ ue, lobe
ulobe
< 1 , εB, lobe ≡ uB, lobe
ulobe
< 1 , (26)
where the total energy density of the outer lobe is ulobe = 3 plobe ∼ 2W/Vlobe. For the
electron energy distribution we assume the ‘evolved’ power-law form ∝ γ−3, with low and
high energy cut-offs γmax ≫ γmin. Thus, 〈γ2〉/〈γ〉 ∼ γmin ln(γmax/γmin), and the synchrotron
luminosity is
Lν = k ν
−1 , (27)
where coefficient k can be found as
k =
Lsyn
ln(νmax/νmin)
∼ σT
6pimec
γminB
2W εe, lobe . (28)
The flux density of the synchrotron emission is then
Sν =
Lν
4pi d2L
∼ 3× 10−18B2µG γminW59.5 εe, lobe ν−1 erg s−1 cm−2Hz−1 , (29)
where dL = 1025 Mpc is the luminosity distance to 3C 273, and BµG ≡ B/µG. For the
model parameters γmin ∼ 10, BµG ∼ 3, W59.5 ∼ 1 and εe, lobe ∼ 0.2 (referring to the energy
equipartition between the magnetic field and the radiating electrons for the outer lobe radius
D2 ∼ 1), one gets the 1.4 GHz flux ∼ 4 mJy, which is ∼ 10−4 of the total 3C 273 flux at this
frequency. Obviously, the above estimates are illustrative only. However, we believe that any
more sophisticated approach would be at the present stage as arbitrary as the present one.
That is because the number of the unknown old lobe parameters would increase significantly
in such a case. In particular, using ‘more realistic’ spectrum for the old lobe electrons
would not necessarily result in ‘more realistic’ prediction about the expected radio flux. We
note many controversies regarding the complicated issue of modeling the electron spectral
evolution in the lobes of powerful radio sources (e.g., Blundell & Rawlings 2000; Kaiser 2000;
Manolakou & Kirk 2002).
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The relativistic electrons deposited within the outer lobe during the eventual previous
jet active period can be pronounced not only at radio frequencies, but also at X-ray photon
energies due to inverse-Compton scattering on the CMB photon field (Harris & Grindlay
1979) or on the far-infrared radiation produced by the 3C 273 quasar core (Brunetti et al.
1997). Such a non-thermal X-ray emission was already detected from the number of lobes
in FR II radio galaxies and quasars (see, e.g., Brunetti 2002, and references therein). In
this context, it is tempting to speculate if the X-ray halo detected by ROSAT around 3C
273 (Ro¨ser et al. 2000) is not due to the intergalactic hot gas, but consists of two different
components: the thermal one originating in the interstellar medium of the 3C 273 host
galaxy (see Mulchaey & Zabludoff 1998) and the extended, non-thermal high-energy tail due
to relativistic electrons of the outer lobes. However, we estimate the total X-ray luminosity
of the outer lobe due to comptonization of the CMB radiation (in analogy to the radio
luminosity estimated above) as ∼ 1040 erg s−1, which seems to be insufficient for a clear
detection.
4. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we propose that the large-scale jet in 3C 273 is an analogue of the inner
lobes observed in double-double radio galaxies. This model can explain the narrowness of
the radio cocoon in the considered source, as well as the lack of the counterjet, counter-lobe
and the counter-head on the opposite side of the active center, if the jet inclination on the
large scales is small, θ ∼ 10◦ − 20◦, the jet is matter-dominated and relativistic up to its
head, Γjet = 5− 10, and if the original intragroup medium surrounding 3C 273 is rarefied by
previous jet activity by a factor of 100− 1000. If this is the case, then 3C 273 constitutes a
quasar-counterpart to a few known double-double sources, which are inclined at much larger
angles to the line of sight, ∼ 90◦ (see Schoenmakers et al. 2000a,b; Saripalli et al. 2002, 2003).
Let us mention that the intermittent case between 3C 273 and other ‘classical’ double-doubles
can be radio galaxy 3C 219. The jet in this source shares many morphological similarities to
the 3C 273 jet, and is considered by some authors as the example of the restarting (‘partial’)
beam (Bridle et al. 1986; Clarke et al. 1992). The overall radio morphology of 3C 219 was
recently interpreted as a double-double one, but only observed at intermittent jet viewing
angles (Schoenmakers et al. 2000a). Interestingly, on the opposite side of the 3C 219 active
center a single radio knot was detected and subsequently identified with the counter-head of
the restarting counter-jet (Clarke et al. 1992). The ratio of the projected distances of the
head and the counter-head from the 3C 219 core is ∼ 3.6, which can be compared with the
appropriate value for double-double radio galaxies, ∼ 1, and for 3C 273, as estimated in this
paper, > 11.
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Besides the DDRGs, decaying activity of the extragalactic radio sources manifests in
formation of ‘radio relics’ found in rich clusters of galaxies. However, we believe that the
analogy between 3C 273 and the DDRGs is more appropriate than the analogy between
this object and cluster radio sources, for the following reasons. First, we note unusual
narrowness of the large-scale radio jet/cocoon in 3C 273, which resembles morphology of the
inner lobes of DDRGs. Second, 3C 273 is located in poor group of galaxies (similarly to the
DDRGs) and not in rich cluster like radio relics considered by, e.g., de Young (2003). As the
evolution of radio lobes depends crucially on the properties of the surrounding medium, we
believe that the model by Kaiser et al. (2000) regarding extended outer lobes of DDRGs is
more appropriate to adopt in this paper than the models regarding radio relics observed in
clusters (see in this context Komissarov & Gubanov 1994; Kaiser & Cotter 2002). Also, the
DDRGs – exhibiting in addition ‘pure’ FR II morphology – constitutes the direct proof for
the intermittent/recurrent jet activity in powerful radio sources. Ghost radio cavities found
in galaxy clusters are widely interpreted as the remnants of ceased radio activity, but there
is no observed case for the new-born FR II jet propagating within the cluster radio relic (but
see Jones & Preston 2001; Heinz et al. 2002; Venturi et al. 2004).
We estimated the age of the large-scale jet in 3C 273 as ∼ 105 yrs. This would be
then the time-scale of the jet active period. Unfortunately, the time-scale of the quiescence
epoch before the present activity cannot be evaluated at the moment, as we did not detect
its outer lobes until now (but see below). In analogy to the double-double radio galaxies
one can only suggest that it is ≥ 107 yrs. We also propose, that knotty morphology of the
discussed jet indicate modulation in the jet kinetic power on the time scale ∼ 104 yrs (see
Stawarz et al. 2004). This, together with the VLBI jet variability time scale of the order
of years, indicates that the jet activity in 3C 273, and possibly in other similar sources, is
variable/modulated/intermittent over many decades of the source lifetime. This may have
several potential consequences for the jet formation models (see in this context also Reynolds
& Begelman 1997; Siemiginowska & Elvis 1997; Marecki et al. 2003). We note, that recent
coronographic observations of quasar 3C 273 with the Advanced Camera for Survays (Martel
et al. 2003) revealed complicated morphology of the host galaxy, with the complex structure
of filaments and clumpy regions, spiral-shaped plume, dust lanes, etc. It was suggested, that
the possible explanation for such a complexity could be a relatively recent merger of 3C 273
with a massive companion galaxy. It is then possible, that such an eventual merger event
started the epoch of the recurrent jet activity in the considered source, resulting in formation
of the extended outer lobes some 107 − 108 yrs ago, and next of the present 105-year-old jet
(see in this context Merritt & Ekers 2002; Gopal-Krishna et al. 2003).
During the review process for this paper the author became aware of the new, unpub-
lished 1.4 GHz map of 3C 273 at 4′′ FWHM resolution with the dynamic range 30, 000
– 19 –
(Perley 2004). It shows for the very first time some faint extended radio emission surround-
ing the 3C 273 quasar, enveloping its large-scale jet and also present at the counter-jet side.
Interestingly, this extended radio structure seems to be elongated in the direction of the
large-scale jet, as expected in the case of double-double radio morphology. Hence, in the
near future, with the new data published, the proposed model can be verified and enriched
by a more detailed analysis of the old lobe parameters.
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Fig. 1.— The advance velocity βhead (solid line), the Lorentz factor Γhead (dashed line) and
the Doppler factor δhead (dotted line) of the jet head, as functions of the jet viewing angle θ,
for the head/counter-head radio brightness asymmetry R = 104 and the radio spectral index
α = 0.8.
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Fig. 2.— The solid lines represent parameter η as a function of the jet bulk Lorentz factor
Γjet, for R = 10
4, ζ = 0.5 and jet viewing angles θ = 30◦, 20◦ and 10◦ (from the top to the
bottom of the plot, respectively). The dotted lines represent parameter ξ for Ljet, 47 = 1,
nigm,−4 = 1 and κ = 0.001, 0.01 and 1 (from the top to the bottom of the plot, respectively).
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Fig. 3.— The solid lines represent the expected projection length of the counterjet, lc−jet, as
a function of the jet viewing angle θ, for the jet bulk Lorentz factor Γjet = 5 and 10 (upper
and lower curves, respectively). The dotted line corresponds to the expected separation of
the counter-head from the quasar core, dc−head, for the parameter R = 10
4.
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Fig. 4.— The solid lines represent parameter χ as a function of the outer lobe radius D, for
W59.5 = 1 and 10 (the lower and upper lines, respectively). The dotted lines represent the
appropriate parameter βs, lobe.
